
Hi Sheldon:

Thank you for sharing.

Gilbert: “Possible. . .  But New Horizons was launched 9 years ago.  The elites 
keep track of Wormwood/PX via the ESO in Chile and the South Pole Telescope.  
With those two locations they can track Wormwood perfectly in real time.  Both 
locations give good astronomical "viewing" in the Infrared part of the 
spectrum.”  

Terral: “There is no viewing the Black Star in the infrared spectrum using a ground-based telescope, or 
my resident astronomer (Don) could also make observations using his observatory-class telescope and 
IR accessories. We know the Black Star location and also know we cannot see it.”
 
Gilbert: “With its helium bolometers (Infrared receivers), the South Pole 
Telescope can see the HEAT coming off of a methane ice cube (at - 296.4 Degrees 
F).  So you KNOW they can see Wormwood/PX with a surface temp of 700+ 
Degrees F.  There is NO WAY they are NOT going to see something that hot and 
that big (the size of Jupiter) closing in on the solar system from the southern 
hemisphere sky.  It's just NOT going to happen.  They know precisely where it is 
at all times.  They just don't want the public to know that it's headed this way.”

Terral: “This is total BS. The Black Star is likely between 5 and 10 kilometers in diameter with a mass 
25 to 50 percent of the Sun surrounded by an event horizon behaving more like a black hole than any 
regular celestial/cataloged object. This invisible/collapsed binary twin to our Sun sits inside an 
extremely deep/narrow gravity well where microlensing (gravitational lensing effect) is perfected 
bending visible light like a shroud becoming a cloak of invisibility. This notion that the Black Star is 
coming up from the southern hemisphere of our solar system is preposterous, as no seismic pattern 
would be present and we have evidence of a seismic pattern going back to 1965 (Mensur Omerbashich 
+6 Seismicity Paper to Cornell April 11, 2011). Scripture records the prophecies about the earthquakes, 
volcanoes, tsunamis, signs in the stars, etc., because there is a seismic pattern plainly visible 
representing the 'birth pangs' like those upon a woman with child and that comes before the 
'destruction' that comes 'suddenly' (1Thes. 5:1-5), which happens with a springtime Black Star/Earth 
crossing event 'before' the Black Star reaches perihelion near the Sun. We know the Black Star 
perihelion location is near Venus Orbit Path, which is why Venus' rotation is backwards compared to 
the other planets from interaction with a gigantic outside force. 

http://cdn.zmescience.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/binary_stars9.jpg

The Sun and Black Star are very near the same plane like most binary/trinary star systems, but our 
main sequence star is larger and the Black Star is the remnant of our Sun's binary twin with a wide 
elliptical orbit. The Black Star is between zero and -1 degrees below the ecliptic plane of our Sun 
making observation difficult from the northern hemisphere, which is the reason telescopes are 
positioned in the southern hemisphere and as near the South Pole as possible for looking across and 
under the debris on the plane. Earth is going through the first of two earth change lull periods right now 
until August 15, 2015 (started April 25, 2015 with the Nepal Quake at the alignment), because our
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planet began moving away from the Black Star in the Virgo Constellation for the Black Star/Earth 
magnetic portal connection to lengthen causing the internal conduits to switch from active over to 
passive state. All of that will change after August 15th running to the beginning of December 2015, 
when the next earth change uptick period will see the earthquake/volcanic activity increase around the 
globe with focus on the US/Canada west coast. These kinds of patterns would not be present, if the 
Black Star were coming up from the southern hemisphere as Gilbert suggests. In fact, I can find no 
evidence anywhere to support his claims that appear nonsensical from the perspective of the science. 
For example:

One of the most-important events to take place in the last 5 years of my Project Black Star 
Investigation happened on March 12-13, 2012 with the Magnetopause Reversal Event.

 https://www.dropbox.com/s/v15h4b2etcn9wl1/iswa_download.gif?dl=0

This event took place one year and one day after Fukushima and a week before the Guerrero Quake 
Event from 3.20.2012, as 'both' of these events were predicted in advance by my research. 

http://www.nature.com/news/martian-mystery-cloud-defies-explanation-1.16924

Tell me if this Martian Dust Storm defies explanation??? Well? Look at the date! That's right. March 
12, 2012. Okay. Where was Mars on that date? 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/gnitnoix1jnfzor/Screenshot%202015-02-19%2011.20.03.png?dl=0

Now. Maybe Sheldon or Gilbert or Andy Lloyd or James McCanney or Bill Broussard can explain how 
any celestial influence can possibly create environmental conditions in the inner solar system causing 
Earth magnetosphere to reverse for 28 hours 'and' cause a Martian Dust Storm on the 'dark side' of the 
planet, if that object is coming from below the Sun????? Anyone want to try and make that case? I 
think not! The influence that caused these strange events that defies explanation MUST come from the 
quadrant of space between the Sun and the Leo/Virgo Constellations! Period! That same influence 
caused the 8.8 Chile Quake from 2.27.2010, Fukushima, Guerrero and the 7.8 Nepal Quake that was 
also predicted by my Project Black Star Investigation on April 25, 2015 at the same time that the 
Kilauea Volcano magma levels in Hawaii crested from near Black Star proximity at the recent 
alignment. Now we are in the lull period that was also predicted and the coming uptick period will 
begin right on schedule around August 15, 2015.”  
Gilbert:

“In addition to those instruments, they still have the Hubble, the 
Spitzer and will soon have the Webb space telescope.  And if they have 
to, they can turn the WISE back on whenever they want to.  It ran out of 
Hydrogen ice but it can still see perfectly in the Near Infrared by using 
the cold temps of space as a reference temperature.  So with all those 
Infrared sensitive "eyes" available to watch Wormwood coming 
inbound, there is NO WAY they are going to miss it.  And when it gets 
close to the ecliptic on the southern side, we will be able to see it as 
well.  So fear not. . . we will have lots of warning that it is coming 
inbound long before it gets up close and personal with the Earth.  GE”
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Terral: “While the Black Star is indeed coming closer, nothing in the above commentary from Gilbert 
has anything to do with this case. ZERO. If Gilbert were anywhere near the right path, then his 
commentary would include these seismic events and the backside-alignment quake events going back 
to the 7.1 Christchurch Quake from 9.4.2010 and the 7.3 Fiji Quake from 9.15.2011 and the 7.3 Japan 
Quake from October 25, 2013 and the 7.3 Indonesian Quake from November 15, 2014, again, because 
there is a CLEAR seismic pattern (birth pangs) that the typical PlanetX/Nibiru/Wormwood research 
simply chooses to ignore.

Thanks again for sharing,”

Terral


